FIGURE 12.2
LOCATION OF HEADWORKS AND ROUTE PLANS FOR MAINS

LEGEND
- ALTERNATIVE SCHEME 1
- ALTERNATIVE SCHEME 2
- TWM TREATED WATER MAIN
- RWM RAW WATER MAIN
- INTERNATIONAL BORDER

PROPOSED INTAKE ON MALAKISI RIVER 1420m amsl
EXISTING INTAKE ON SIO RIVER
EXISTING INTAKE ON BIG RIVER
EXISTING TREATMENT WORKS
TWM 400m DIA.
TWM 400m DIA.
TWM 200mm DIA.
TWM 200mm DIA.
TWM 200mm DIA.
TWM 200mm DIA.
TWM 200mm DIA.
TWM 450m DIA.
TWM 450m DIA.
FWM 450m DIA.
TWM 400m DIA.